
A New Way to Conceive a Boy or Girl: Gender
Selection is done by Woman.

Mother & Child

Women have alternating boy-girl specific
menstrual cycles. To get a boy, try in boy
cycle. To get a girl, try in girl cycle.
Please don't just keep trying.

LIVONIA, MICHIGAN, UNITED STATES,
March 15, 2018 /EINPresswire.com/ -- A
New Way to Conceive a Boy or Girl:
Gender Selection is done by Woman.

Congratulations couples!

Now you have full control on conceiving a
boy or girl whenever you want. Don’t just
keep trying.

Every couple dreams of having small and
balanced 1-boy 1-girl family. When they
get two babies of same gender, they start
looking for ways to balance their families. According to us, if couples use our services from very
beginning, a happy and balanced families can be effectively created resulting in communities with
reduced spousal / domestic abuse. 

If one has two babies of same
gender, the chances of third
baby to be of same gender
are actually higher. The ONLY
ONE system that can break
that gridlock is PreGender
Preconception test.”

Kuldeep Verma

Since there was no logical method available till now,
numerous companies cashed on the desperation of women
by selling baseless and failed ideas like Dr. Shettles
hypothesis on lighter / heavier sperms affecting gender
selection, boy or girl conceiving nutraceutical kits, gender
diets, douches, charts and calendars etc. None of these have
any basis.

The good news: Now there’s a way.

In 2006, we discovered that women have alternating boy-girl specific menstrual cycles. Therefore, to
get a boy, one must conceive in a boy cycle and to get a girl, do in girl cycle. This alternating gender
specificity is due to release of alternating ratio of male to female hormones in uterus. Women have
around 200 active eggs for conceiving boys and the same number for conceiving girls. So the
effective gender planning involves management of conception in appropriate cycles. That is what
PreGender Preconception test does.

Since gender selection is genetically controlled, eating or drinking anything for a short period of time
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This is how to get your dream baby.

is not going to work. If anyone promises
you to balance your family without testing
anything from you, he / she is lying.

The hormonal environments in the uterus
can be determined by testing two mid-
cycle urine samples collected for two
consecutive months in separate bottles
and shipping to our laboratory. After
testing them, we keep on guiding by
sending conception plans via email as to
in which cycle to try and in which to avoid
at no additional cost. We can also find
the gender of baby as soon as one gets
a positive pregnancy test. Ours is the
earliest gender diagnostic test in the
world.

All of this can be better understood
through following graph:

We offer two types of urine tests: 1)
PreGender Preconception Test, to help
conceive a baby of specific gender and
2) FirstGender Post-conception Test, to
evaluate the gender of the baby from
day-1. Both are natural, safe, simple
urine-based tests. Urine samples are
collected by customers at home and
mailed through any courier (UPS,
FEDEX or DHL) to the lab in Livonia,
Michigan, USA. It is legal to ship urine
samples across international borders
under classification, "Exempt Human
Specimen" and the older the sample at
RT, the better for these tests. No
preservative is needed.

The success rate of PreGender Preconception Test is 92%. That means if 100 couples conceive in,
say a boy phase, 92 will get boys and 8 can get girls. This high success rate leads us to believe that
the uterus may be selecting X & Y sperms for conception depending upon the type of cycle she is in.
In other words, uterus selects the gender of baby. We have nearly 300 success stories. This unique
technology is protected by four patents.

For proof, customers are requested to see our results at Live Charts at www.urobiologics.com. 

How to get your dream baby?

Name your baby first. Participate in our Live Charts at our website where we display all the results in
advance to show how couples are getting their desired babies. Get two mid-cycle urine samples
tested from us to know from where to start. Thereafter, we email you conception plans in every

https://www.urobiologics.com/pregender
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appropriate cycle. If you conceive, collect sample for our FirstGender test and ship. Let us show one
example:       

Customer’s private email address (so that others can contact, not shown)
Trying to conceive a girl
Proposed name of baby: Rose
First PreGender sample 5/22/15 showed a boy phase
Second PreGender sample 6/23/15 showed a girl phase
Period start date 7/12/15, boy phase started.                                                                            Period
start date 8/9/15, girl phase started. Conception plan sent
Conceived
FirstGender post-conception test 9/20/15 detected girl. Welcome Rose
U/s scan 12/15/15 confirmed girl.

Contact info: Dr. Kuldeep Verma, email: drverma@urobiologics.com, Website: www.urobiologics.com,
Ph. Cell: 1-313-574-7500 in USA, Toll free: 1-877 HE-OR-SHE
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Urobiologics LLC
3135747500
email us here
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